
Fly of the Month 

Bantam Intruder 

by Bob Pearcy 

Recipe  

Hook shank: TMC 7999, size 1/0 or 35 mm 
  Montana Fly Co.  Waddington-style shank  
Trailer hook: Gamakatsu Octopus, size 4 
Thread:  Black, 6/0 
Wire:  Surflon leader wire, 20 lb 
Eyes:  1/8 in dumbbell, nickel 
Rear ball: Ice Dub, Red 
Rear hackle: Schlappen, Kingfisher blue 
Body:  Trilobal Dubbing,  
  Kingfisher blue 
Rib:  oval tinsel, silver 
Front  ball: Ice Dub, Blue Steelie 
Front  hackle: Guinea hen, dyed blue 
Wing:  Grizzly hackle tips, two 
Flash:  Six pearl Crystal flash,  
Overwing: Six ostrich herls, black 
Underwing: Six ostrich herls, black 
 

Here is my favorite steelhead fly for the Salmon River, ID.  Intruder-style flies are popular on coastal 

rivers especially for winter run fish.  Classic intruders are as much as four inches long and present a large 

visible profile in the often high and colored water characteristic ic of coastal rivers. Large flies are 

difficult to cast; intruders partially solve this problem by minimizing water absorbing material as 

compared to bunny and marabou-based leech patterns often used for winter run steelhead.    The 

Bantam Intruder pattern developed by Miguel Morejohn is, in contrast, only about two inches long.  It is 

easy to cast and is especially suited for today's shorter and lighter spey and switch rods--and  single-

handed rods.  Overall it has proved to be a very versatile and effective pattern.  Blue and black is my 

favorite color combination but I have also done well with a green butt and black fly.  It is a kind of a fussy 

fly to tie because it uses so many different materials, so whether to tie or buy is an open question.  I lose 

few flies while swinging for steelhead so tying, while satisfying  in itself,  doesn't save money as 

compared to buying.  They are available via web sites of most fly shops in steelhead country. 

Tying Instructions 

To tie it, affix a hook in the vice. Ultimately this hook will be cut just before the bend and only the shank 

will be used. Alternatively a 35 mm Montana Fly Co. Waddington-style shank can be used.   Lay down a 

thread base covering a little more than one inch of the shank. Attach the trailer hook using stainless 



steel leader wire by forming a loop around the trailer hook shank doubled through the hook eye and 

then securely lashing the two ends to the shank.  We start from the rear and work forward. Create a ball 

of red Ice Dub dubbing on the thread base just above the shank end.  Tie in a kingfisher blue schlappen 

or saddle hackle and then wrap backwards towards the blue ball.  Adjust the tie in point so that the 

hackle barbs extend about 1/2 inch back over the red ball. Tie in a length of tinsel and then dub a body 

with kingfisher blue Trilobal dubbing.  Counter wrap the tinsel.  Create a ball of blue steelie Ice Dub 

dubbing, leaving room for the head and dumbbell eyes.  Tie in front of the ball a kingfisher blue dyed 

guinea fowl feather by the tip and wrap to form a collar. You can effectively adjust the length that the 

feather barbs extend over the ball by adjusting the tie in point. Wrap the thread back over the barbs to 

splay them out over the ball.  Tie in the dumbbell eyes. Tie in two grizzly hackle tips that extend back 

over the fly.  Tie in 5 to 6 strands of pearl crystal flash on the top. Tie in 5 to 7 Black marabou herls each 

on the top and bottom. Form a head and dub it and around the eyes with black Ice Dub dubbing.  Whip 

finish and cement.  If you tied it on a hook shank, remove the fly from the vice and grab the hook at the 

place you want to cut it with a pair of stout wire-cutting pliers. To avoid the chance of injury, I 

recommend that the cutting be done under a piece of cloth because the hook point and bend may go 

flying.  Fish the fly with standard swinging techniques.   


